BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
AGENDA
March 22, 2018
Notice is hereby given of a public hearing to be held before the City of Wheat Ridge Board
of Adjustment on March 22, 2018, at 7:00 p.m., in the City Council Chambers of the
Municipal Building, 7500 W. 29th Avenue, Wheat Ridge, Colorado.
1.

CALL THE MEETING TO ORDER

2.

ROLL CALL

3.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

4.

PUBLIC FORUM (This is the time for anyone to speak on any subject not appearing on
the agenda.)

5.

PUBLIC HEARING
A. Case No. WA-18-04: An application filed by Kenneth W. Penn for approval of a 14foot (93.3%) variance to the 15-foot minimum side yard setback, resulting in a 1foot setback for a carport located at 4675 Parfet Street, in an Agricultural-One (A-1)
zone district.
B. Case Nos. WA-18-05 and WA-18-06: An application filed by Civic Signs, Ltd. for
approval of two requests; 1.) request for approval of an 18-foot (56.25%) variance
allowing the height of a billboard structure to be raised to 50 feet from the 32-foot
maximum height restriction, and 2.) request for approval of a 15-foot (50%) variance
allowing for a 15-foot side yard setback from the 30-foot minimum side yard
setback. Both requests are pertaining to property located at 4890 Kipling Street, in a
Restricted-Commercial (RC) zone district

6.

CLOSE THE PUBLIC HEARING

7.

OLD BUSINESS

8.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Approval of Minutes – December 14, 2017
B. Resolution 01-2018: Establishing a designated public place for posting of meeting
notices as required by the Colorado Open Meetings Law.

9.
ADJOURNMENT
Individuals with disabilities are encouraged to participate in all public meetings sponsored by
the City of Wheat Ridge. Call Sara Spaulding, Public Information Official, at 303-235-2877 at
least one week in advance of a meeting if you are interested in participating and need inclusion
assistance.

CITY OF WHEAT RIDGE
PLANNING DIVISION STAFF REPORT
TO:

Board of Adjustment

DATE:

March 22, 2018

CASE MANAGER:

Scott Cutler

CASE NO. & NAME:

WA-18-04 / Penn

ACTION REQUESTED:

Approval of a 14-foot (93.3%) variance from the required 15-foot side setback,
allowing a carport to be constructed on property located at 4675 Parfet Street
and zoned Agricultural-One (A-1).

LOCATION OF REQUEST: 4675 Parfet Street
APPLICANT/OWNER:

Kenneth Penn

APPROXIMATE AREA:

20,909 Square Feet (0.48 Acres)

PRESENT ZONING:

Agricultural-One (A-1)

PRESENT LAND USE:

Single Family Residential

ENTER INTO RECORD:
(X)
CASE FILE & PACKET MATERIALS
(X)
ZONING ORDINANCE

Location Map
Site

JURISDICTION:
All notification and posting requirements have been met; therefore, there is jurisdiction to hear this
case.
I.

REQUEST

The applicant is requesting approval of a 14-foot (93.3%) variance from the 15-foot side setback
requirement in the Agricultural-One (A-1) zone district. The purpose of this variance is to allow for the
homeowner to construct a 448-square foot carport in line with the existing driveway.
Section 26-115.C (Variances and Waivers) of the Wheat Ridge Code of Laws empowers the Board of
Adjustment to hear and decide on variance from the strict application of the zoning district
development standards. Variance requests of over 50% from the development standards are required to
be heard at a public hearing before the Board of Adjustment.
II.

CASE ANALYSIS

The variance is being requested so the property owner may construct a carport on the northern portion
of the lot. The property is located on the east side of Parfet Street north of W. 44th Avenue and is
unplatted. The existing house sits on a 20,909-square foot parcel and was originally constructed in
1960, per the Jefferson County Assessor (Exhibit 1, Aerial). The property is zoned Agricultural-One
(A-1), as are all of the surrounding properties in the area, with the exception of a Conservation District
(CD) to the southwest (Exhibit 2, Zoning Map). These properties contain single-family homes,
associated outbuildings, and some contain light agricultural uses.
The A-1 zone district provides for a high quality, safe, quiet and stable residential estate living
environment within a quasi-rural or agricultural setting. In addition to large lot, single-family
residential and related uses, agricultural uses and activities exist and are encouraged to continue. The
number and size of accessory buildings are only limited by the 25% maximum building coverage
requirement, unlike other zones where accessory buildings are limited by quantity and size. The A-1
zone requires side setbacks of 15 feet for all buildings.
The site plan (Exhibit 3) shows the proposed location for the carport, which would be located in line
with the existing driveway and in front (to the east) of the existing barn. The location is such that a
new driveway would not need to be created, and it allows efficient access to Parfet Street per the
applicant’s needs. The proposed carport would be 14 feet wide by 32 feet long, totaling 448 square
feet. Due to the dimensions of the carport, the narrow width of the lot, and the position of the
driveway, there are few practical locations other than the one the applicant has chosen.
The elevations (Exhibit 4) show a custom-designed structure with a fully open design. The structure
would be 12 feet high on the side walls, and 15 feet tall at the roof peak. The applicant has contacted a
carport company, which provided the second elevation drawing in Exhibit 4. The spec sheet indicates
the structure would be constructed of metal. Per Section 26-625.C, metal accessory buildings are
prohibited in residential zone districts, but permitted in agricultural zone districts.
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The site photos provided (Exhibit 5) show some of the improvements on the property, which include a
one-story single family home, a small barn, a garage, and some sheds. A variance was approved by the
Board of Adjustment on April 28, 2011 (Case No. WA-11-02), allowing construction of the garage on
the south side of the property with a 3-foot side yard setback.
Development Standards
The parcel is unusually narrow and does not meet minimum standards for the A-1 zone district, but the
proposed carport will meet building height and coverage requirements. The following table compares
the required A-1 development standards with the actual and proposed conditions:
A-1 Development Standards:
Lot Area (one-family dwelling)
Lot Width
Building Coverage
Major Accessory Building:
Building Size
Height
Setback (side)

Required
43,560 square feet (1 acre) (min)
140 feet (min)
25% (max)

Actual
20,909 square feet
57.5 feet
~16.9% (with carport)

Required
No maximum, provided all
buildings cover less than 25% of lot
15 feet (max)
15 feet (min)

Proposed Building
448 square feet
10 feet (at mid-roof)
1 foot

The proposed carport is permitted because the total building coverage even with the proposed carport
would be approximately 18% still well below the maximum 25%. As detailed above, the A-1 zone
district requires a minimum 15-foot side yard setback for accessory structures. Due to the unusually
narrow width of the property (57.5 feet), there are few scenarios where a side yard setback variance for
any accessory structure would not be required. The lot is actually six times longer than it is wide, and
the minimum side setbacks leave only 27.5 feet in the center of the lot as the developable area.
Building a carport in the rear (west side) of the property and in the middle of the yard, is not a practical
design, nor would it be feasible to access. Alternative placement on the west side of the property would
eliminate a significant portion of usable backyard space.
Public Comment
As of the date of distribution of this staff report, March 16, 2018, the City has not received letters from
surrounding property owners. One phone call was received inquiring about the location of the variance.
III.

VARIANCE CRITERIA

In order to approve a variance, the Board of Adjustment must determine that the majority of the
“criteria for review” listed in Section 26-115.C.4 of the City Code have been met. The applicant has
provided their analysis of the application’s compliance with the variance criteria (Exhibit 6, Written
Requests). Staff provides the following review and analysis of the variance criteria.
1.

The property in question would not yield a reasonable return in use, service or income if
permitted to be used only under the conditions allowed by regulation for the district in
which it is located.
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If the request were denied, the property would continue to yield a reasonable return in use. The
property would continue to function as a single-family residence, regardless of the outcome of
the variance request.
Staff finds this criterion has not been met.
2.

The variance would not alter the essential character of the locality.
A variance is not likely to alter the character of the locality. The A-1 zone district allows for
detached accessory structures, and many homes along Parfet Street have several of these types
of structures, including barns, sheds, and garages. Many properties along Parfet Street in this
area have accessory structures with reduced side yard setbacks from the 15-foot requirement.
Like the neighboring properties, the home built at 4675 Parfet Street predates the City’s
incorporation. Both neighboring properties have accessory structures set back between 0-10
feet from the property line.
The A-1 zone district does not limit the number of accessory structures on the property, unlike
most other zone districts, as long as the total number of buildings adds up to less than 25% lot
coverage.
Staff finds this criterion has been met.

3.

The applicant is proposing a substantial investment in the property with this application,
which would not be possible without the variance.
The applicant is proposing a substantial investment in the property, which would not be
possible without the variance. The carport will help protect the owner’s business vehicle from
the elements.
Approval of the variance will allow the carport to be located such that it aligns with the existing
driveway. Alternative placements would eliminate a significant portion of usable backyard
space and may still require smaller variances to the side yard setback requirement. Based on
conversations with the applicant, the vehicle cannot make tight turns, so straight-line access
from Parfet Street is ideal.
Staff finds this criterion has been met.

4.

The particular physical surrounding, shape or topographical condition of the specific
property involved results in a particular and unique hardship (upon the owner) as
distinguished from a mere inconvenience if the strict letter of the regulations were carried
out.
The lot’s shape and size presents a unique hardship because the property is unusually narrow
and substandard for lots in the A-1 zone district. The lot is nonconforming because it does not
meet minimum area or width requirements. The lot consists of 20,090 square feet (0.48 acres)
and is approximately 57.5 feet wide. Minimum lot sizes in the A-1 zone district are 1 acre in
area and 140 feet in width.
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Staff finds this criterion has been met.
5.

The alleged difficulty or hardship has not been created by any person presently having an
interest in the property.
The hardship described above was not created by the current property owner or any person
currently having an interest in the property. The current owner purchased the home in 1997, did
not create the lot, and thus is not responsible for the shape of the property or the position of the
existing home.
Staff finds this criterion has been met.

6.

The granting of the variance would not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious
to other property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the property is located,
by, among other things, substantially or permanently impairing the appropriate use or
development of adjacent property, impairing the adequate supply of light and air to
adjacent property, substantially increasing the congestion in public streets or increasing
the danger of fire or endangering the public safety, or substantially diminishing or
impairing property values within the neighborhood.
The request would not be detrimental to public welfare and would not be injurious to
neighboring property or improvements. It would not hinder or impair the development of the
adjacent properties. While the structure is proposed to be quite close to the adjacent property, it
is proposed to be open on all sides, so the adequate supply of air and light would not be
compromised as a result of this request.
The request would not increase the congestion in the streets, nor would it cause an obstruction
to motorists on the adjacent streets. The addition would not impede the sight distance triangle
and would not increase the danger of fire.
It is unlikely that the request would impair property values in the neighborhood.
Staff finds this criterion has been met.

7.

The unusual circumstances or conditions necessitating the variance request are present in
the neighborhood and are not unique to the property.
The substandard lot conditions described in Criterion #4 are present throughout the
neighborhood, including the neighboring properties to the north and south. Most of the A-1
properties along Parfet Street and W. 47th Avenue in the vicinity are substandard in width
and/or size and are unusually narrow and long.
Staff finds that this criterion has been met.

8.

Granting of the variance would result in a reasonable accommodation of a person with
disabilities.
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Single family homes and their accessory buildings are not required to meet building codes
pertaining to the accommodation of persons with disabilities.
Staff finds this criterion is not applicable.
9.

The application is in substantial compliance with the applicable standards set forth in the
Architectural and Site Design Manual.
The Architectural and Site Design Manual does not apply to single and two family dwelling
units.
Staff finds this criterion is not applicable.

IV.

STAFF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Having found the application in compliance with the majority of the review criteria, staff recommends
APPROVAL of a 14-foot (93.3%) variance from the required 15-foot side setback, allowing a carport
to be constructed on property located at 4675 Parfet Street and zoned Agricultural-One (A-1). Staff has
found that there are unique circumstances attributed to this request that would warrant approval of a
variance. Therefore, staff recommends approval for the following reasons:
1. The variance would not alter the essential character of the neighborhood.
2. The applicant is proposing a substantial investment in the property with this application, which
would not be possible without the variance.
3. The alleged hardship has not been created by any person having an interest in the property.
4. The request would not be detrimental to public welfare.
5. The request is consistent with the existing conditions in the surrounding area, as a majority of
the properties in the area contain primary or accessory structures that encroach into the required
side yard setbacks for the A-1 zone district.
With the following conditions:
1. The design and architecture of the proposed carport shall be consistent with representations
depicted in the application materials, subject to staff review and approval through review of a
building permit, and subject to a final zoning inspection.
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EXHIBIT 1: AERIAL
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EXHIBIT 2: ZONING MAP
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Property Line
(approximate)

Property Line

EXHIBIT 3: SITE PLAN

Proposed
Carport

1’ side
setback

3’ side setback
approved by
BOA in 2011
House (to east) 
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EXHIBIT 4: ELEVATIONS
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The above diagram was submitted by the applicant as part of a packet provided by Moore and
Associates on behalf of Coast to Coast Carports, Inc., which designs open carport buildings of
multiple dimensions and styles.
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EXHIBIT 5: SITE PHOTOS

View of property looking west down the driveway. The RV in the distance is in the location of
where the structure would be, aligned with the driveway. The neighboring property can be seen on
the right of the image.
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A view of the garage approved through a previous variance process. The lot is very narrow (the
fence line can be seen on both sides of the image) so nearly all structures would require side setback
variances in order to be built.

A closer view of the location of the proposed structure. The building behind the RV has a slightly
larger setback than is proposed for the proposed carport.
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Both photos above show the property as viewed from Parfet Street, looking west. The lot is very
narrow and the existing home could not be built under current A-1 standards without at least a side
setback variance. The location of the proposed carport is significantly set back from the street.
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EXHIBIT 6: WRITTEN REQUEST
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WHEAT RIDGE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
CERTIFICATE OF RESOLUTION (TEMPLATE)
CASE NO: WA-18-04
APPLICANT NAME: Kenneth Penn
LOCATION OF REQUEST: 4675 Parfet Street

WHEREAS, the application Case No. WA-18-04 was not eligible for review by an
administrative officer; and
WHEREAS, the property has been posted the fifteen days required by law and in recognition that
there were/were not protests registered against it; and
WHEREAS the relief applied for may/may not be granted without detriment to the public
welfare and without substantially impairing the intent and purpose of the regulations governing
the City of Wheat Ridge
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that Board of Adjustment application Case No. WA18-04 be, and hereby is, APPROVED.
TYPE OF VARIANCE:
Request for Approval of a 14-foot (93.3%) variance from the required 15-foot side setback for
accessory buildings in the Agricultural-One (A-1) zone district.
FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS:
1. The variance would not alter the essential character of the neighborhood.
2. The applicant is proposing a substantial investment in the property with this application,
which would not be possible without the variance.
3. The alleged hardship has not been created by any person having an interest in the
property.
4. The request would not be detrimental to public welfare.
5. The request is consistent with the existing conditions in the surrounding area, as a
majority of the properties in the area contain primary or accessory structures that
encroach into the required side yard setbacks for the A-1 zone district.
With the following conditions:
1. The design and architecture of the proposed carport shall be consistent with
representations depicted in the application materials, subject to staff review and approval
through review of a building permit, and subject to a final zoning inspection.

CITY OF WHEAT RIDGE
PLANNING DIVISION STAFF REPORT

TO:

Board of Adjustment

MEETING DATE: March 22, 2018

CASE MANAGER:

Meredith Reckert

CASE NO. & NAME:

WA-18-05 and WA-18-06/Civic Signs, Ltd.

ACTION REQUESTED:

Approval of a 15’ (50%) variance from the 30’ minimum side yard setback
adjacent to a street and an 18-foot (56.25%) variance to the maximum height of
32’ for a billboard resulting in a 50’ tall billboard on property in the B-2
billboard district located at 4890 Kipling Street.

LOCATION OF REQUEST: 4890 Kipling Street
APPLICANT (S):

Civic Signs, Ltd.

OWNER (S):

Kipling Land, LLC

APPROXIMATE AREA:

22,015 square feet

PRESENT ZONING:

Restricted Commercial (RC) / B-2 Billboard District

PRESENT LAND USE:

Office

ENTER INTO RECORD:
(X)
CASE FILE & PACKET MATERIALS

(X)
(X)

DIGITAL PRESENTATION
ZONING ORDINANCE
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Case Nos. WA-18-05 & WA-18-06 /Civic Signs, Ltd.

JURISDICTION:
All notification and posting requirements have been met; therefore, there is jurisdiction to hear this
case.
I.
REQUEST
The applicant, Civic Signs, Ltd., is requesting approval of two variances both of which pertain to a
proposed billboard on property located at 4890 Kipling Street.
Case No. WA-18-05: a request for approval of a 15’ sideyard setback variance from the 30’
required setback adjacent to a public street resulting in a 15’ setback (50% variance).
Case No. WA-18-06: a request for approval of an 18’ height variance to the 32’ maximum
height for a billboard resulting in a 50’ high billboard (56.25% variance).

Section 26-115.C (Variances and Waivers) of the Wheat Ridge City Code empowers the Board of
Adjustment to hear and decide on variances from the strict application of the zoning district
development standards. Because this application includes a variance request that exceeds 50% of the
development standard, the application is not eligible for administrative approval and is required to be
heard at a public hearing before the Board of Adjustment.
The applicant has submitted a packet of material, which has been attached as Exhibit 6. In this staff
report there will be references to this information.
These variances are being presented together but will need separate motions.
II.
CASE ANALYSIS
The site is located at the southeast corner of W. 49th Avenue and Kipling Street, just north of Interstate
70. The property is zoned Restricted Commercial (RC). The site is currently home to a one-story
office building that contains a law office and is roughly 5000 square feet in size. The site has street
frontage on three sides: West 49th Avenue on the north, Kipling Street on the west and the I-70 offramps on the south. Thirty-foot setbacks are required from each of the street frontages/right-of-way
(ROW).
There are two curb cuts, on Kipling and 49th Avenue, providing access to the property. The primary
parking area is to the south of the building, about half of which lies in Colorado Department of
Transportation (CDOT) right-of-way. Since the owner of the building does not have ownership of the
southern two rows of parking, which are actually located in CDOT right-of-way, it can be used for
parking for the office building if CDOT allows it, but the billboard cannot encroach onto it. Likewise,
it cannot be used to satisfy the 30’ required setback for the billboard from the south. The office
building was built in 1970 and at the time, was required to have 15 parking spaces. Without the CDOT
parking, the building currently has 17. At least one more parking space will be eliminated with the
construction of the billboard. (Exhibit 1, Aerial Photo)
Surrounding properties are zoned Commercial-One (C-1), which allows for a wide range of retail,
office, and hotel uses. Just to the east of the site is a Denny’s restaurant and a Motel 6. A Natural
Grocers supermarket is to the north across W. 49th Avenue, and a Shell/Circle K is located across
Kipling Street to the west. (Exhibit 2, Zoning map)
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As the Board is likely aware, the City has a cap of 16 billboards citywide and they must be located in
the B-2 district. When the number of billboards in the City falls below 16, which it recently did, the
City is required by Code to provide public notice of the presence of a “billboard vacancy.” When more
than one eligible application is received, the City conducts a lottery to assign the initial billboard
entitlement. The applicant was granted a billboard site through the City’s billboard vacancy process by
winning a lottery drawing held on October 10, 2017. The applicant has proposed locating the billboard
in the parking lot to the south of the office building. Because it is adjacent to CDOT right-of-way, a
30’ setback is required. The setback is measured from the right-of-way line for the CDOT right-ofway, not to the southern edge of the parking. A row of mature coniferous trees abuts the existing
parking lot on the south, east and west. One of them is roughly 45’ tall. (Exhibit 3, Site photos)
The applicant has also requested a height variance of 18’, resulting in a 50-foot tall billboard in order
to maximize visibility from I-70. The maximum height of a billboard in the City is 32’.
Staff recognizes that the City of Wheat Ridge has a relatively restrictive maximum height for
billboards, however in the recent past, City policymakers have made conscious decisions to maintain
the 32-foot maximum billboard height. In August of 2016, Staff presented City Council with a memo
addressing many aspects of our billboards regulations, including height. Staff outlined the maximum
heights in neighboring cities, in acknowledgement that the City of Wheat Ridge is more restrictive.
City Council declined to address or entertain changing any development standards for billboards at that
time and reconfirmed their commitment to a 32’ height limitation.
Staff is currently in the process of amending the City sign code and has been given no direction from
City Council to modify the billboard regulations. The modified regulations are scheduled for a public
hearing on April 23, 2018 with no change to the standards for billboards.
Applicant’s Exhibit
Attached as Exhibit 6 is the applicant’s submittal documentation. The exhibit contains the following
items of note, which you will want to reference as you read this report:
Page 7:
Improvement survey of the property
Page 8:
Photo showing the overpass in relation to Kipling Street
Pages 9 – 18: Flag test information, photos and photo simulations
Page 19:
Improvement survey with billboard location without the setback variance
Page 20:
Improvement survey with billboard location with the setback variance
Pages 22 – 23: Response to Variance criteria
Page 25:
Detail of billboard

Kipling/I-70 Interchange
Kipling is classified as a principal arterial street and carries over 48,000 vehicles per day at this
location (2010). Principal arterial streets accommodate “high traffic volumes and provide access to
regional destinations, economic centers and freeway interchanges.”
The City is seeing investment and revitalization along the Kipling corridor from 26th Avenue (Gold’s
Market shopping center) north to 38th Avenue (Kipling Ridge shopping center) past West 50th Avenue
(Natural Grocers).
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Interstate-70 (I-70) carries over 147,000 daily vehicle trips (2010). The I-70/Kipling interchange was
constructed in 1967; however, the design is inadequate to effectively handle current and future traffic
demands. Because of the closely spaced frontage road intersections with Kipling, heavy congestion
and frequent accidents occur at the interchange. There are conflicts between vehicles and with cyclists
and pedestrians.
In 2013, CDOT, completed a Planning and Environmental Linkage (PEL) study to identify and assess
transportation improvements at the I-70/Kipling interchange. The stated purpose of the project was to
reduce congestion, optimize operations, improve safety and accommodate multimodal connections at
the interchange.
A proposed design for reconstruction of the interchange was selected in March of 2016 as part of a
subsequent Environmental Assessment (EA) study, which shows the subject property as being
substantially impacted by the project. Whether or not the variances are granted, construction of the
billboard at this location will impact the cost to CDOT of acquiring this property for the interchange
improvements, which are proposed to commence in 2019-2020.
A referral regarding this proposal was sent to CDOT and their response is attached. (Exhibit 4, CDOT
letter)

Site

Preferred Alternative for a Diverging Diamond Design at the Kipling/I-70 Interchange
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Comprehensive Plan
The City’s Comprehensive Plan, Envision Wheat Ridge, was adopted in 2009. The purpose of the plan
is to provide a general vision for the City related to growth and development for the next 10 to 20
years. The Plan also provides direction to help the City address future needs related to economic
development, commercial and retail development, housing, transportation, parks and open space and
services and utilities.
The Kipling corridor has been identified as one of five targeted redevelopment areas in the City.
The City’s Comprehensive Plan designates this area as Mixed Use Commercial and Kipling as a
Primary Commercial Corridor. The vision for a Primary Commercial Corridor is to have a broad mix
of activities and uses and should accommodate multiple transportation modes and exemplify high
quality urban design and appearance.
In addition, the I-70/Kipling interchange is designated as a Primary Gateway into and out of the City.
Goals for City gateways include creating unique and unified signage, as well as landscaping and
streetscape improvements to signify to travelers that they are entering or leaving Wheat Ridge. In 2012
to further this vision, the City invested over $400,000 in improvements to the four corners of the
intersection. Improvements included installation of landscaping (irrigation, sod and trees) and
installation of a custom designed entry sign. (Exhibit 5, Aerial of Interchange).
The Mixed Use Commercial designation is defined as commercial areas with office and employment
with an emphasis in these areas for long-term infill and redevelopment, reinvestments and high quality
urban design and landscaping.
The site is also in close proximity to a Community Commercial Center as shown in the image below.

Site
Community
Commercial
Center
Primary
Gateway
Mixed Use
Commercial

Primary
Commercial
Corridor
Excerpt from Envision Wheat Ridge - Structure Plan
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III.

VARIANCE CRITERIA

In order to approve a variance, the Board of Adjustment must determine that the majority of the
“criteria for review” listed in Section 26-115.C.4 of the City Code have been met. The applicant has
provided their analysis of the application’s compliance with the variance criteria (Exhibit 6, Pages 22
and 23). Staff provides the following review and analysis of the variance criteria.
1.

The property in question would not yield a reasonable return in use, service or income if
permitted to be used only under the conditions allowed by regulation for the district in
which it is located.
If the requests were denied, the subject site would continue to function as a commercial
property with the existing office building. A billboard would still be able to be erected but it
would have to meet the 30’ setback from the south and the 32’ height maximum.
Staff finds this criterion has not been met.

2.

The variance would not alter the essential character of the locality.
There are no billboards in the immediate area. The closest billboard to the east is located at
8105 W. 48th Avenue, more than a mile away from the subject site. The closest billboard to the
west is more than a quarter-mile away located at Miller Street and the I-70 Frontage Road
North.
The City’s zoning code does allow business/commercial signage up to 50 feet in height near
I-70; however, these signs are limited to on-site businesses, and are limited in size based on the
size of the structure for which they are providing signage. Staff finds a 50-foot tall billboard,
also proposed to be located closer to the property line(which is allowed a maximum of 750
square feet in size) to be excessive and out of character with the locality, especially considering
it will dwarf the signage of local businesses along the corridor with a large off-premises
billboard advertisement. The proposed billboard measures 14’ x 48’ or 672 square feet.
(Exhibit 6, Page 25)
The proposed height of 50 feet is also generally out of character with the existing built
environment for the area, which generally consists of one and two-story buildings.

Staff finds this criterion has not been met.
3.

The applicant is proposing a substantial investment in the property with this application,
which would not be possible without the variance.
A billboard could still be built on the property if the variances are not granted. Whether this
proposed taller billboard would be more profitable for the billboard company and/or the
property owner is not a concern of the City’s nor is it reasonable justification for a variance. As
stated previously the City acknowledges that our maximum billboard height is more restrictive
than some other jurisdictions, making billboards in Wheat Ridge, generally less visible than
they might be in more permissive jurisdictions.
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Staff finds this criterion has not been met
4.

The particular physical surrounding, shape or topographical condition of the specific
property involved results in a particular and unique hardship (upon the owner) as
distinguished from a mere inconvenience if the strict letter of the regulations were carried
out.
There are some unique conditions impacting this property. This portion of I-70 is elevated at
least 20’ above the property which will reduce the visibility of the billboard if the variances are
not granted.
The existing mature pine trees provide an added visual challenge.
The property is also fronted on three sides by right-of-way, which requires 30’ setbacks for the
billboard on these sides. In the RC zone district, the setbacks for interior sides and rear are
normally 5’ per story on the side and 10’ + 5’ per story on the rear.
Staff finds this criterion has been met.

5.

The alleged difficulty or hardship has not been created by any person presently having an
interest in the property.
The alleged hardship has been created by the grades between the highway and adjacent
properties. This condition was created during construction and is prevalent along this stretch of
I-70. In some areas, sound walls were put up to help buffer the noise for residential areas.
There are no sound walls in this immediate area. That said, the applicant selected this specific
property for a billboard knowing all of the physical constraints and the City’s billboard
regulations.
Staff finds this criterion has not been met.

6.

The granting of the variance would not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious
to other property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the property is located,
by, among other things, substantially or permanently impairing the appropriate use or
development of adjacent property, impairing the adequate supply of light and air to
adjacent property, substantially increasing the congestion in public streets or increasing
the danger of fire or endangering the public safety, or substantially diminishing or
impairing property values within the neighborhood.
The request would not be detrimental to public welfare. It may be injurious to neighboring
property or improvements due to its proposed height and maximum allowable size (750 square
feet). The adequate supply of air would not be compromised as a result of this request;
however, the adequate supply of light may be.
The request would not increase the congestion in the streets, nor would it cause an obstruction
to motorists on the adjacent streets. The sign would not increase the danger of fire.
The proposed billboard, whether 35’ or 50’ tall, will negatively impact the character of the area
and contribute to visual clutter in an area that the City has targeted for revitalization. A 50-foot
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billboard adjacent to an office building will likely impair the ability of the office building to
attract and retain high quality tenants, which is one of the City’s economic development goals
from the Comprehensive Plan, particularly for properties north of I-70.
Staff finds this criterion has not been met.
7.

The unusual circumstances or conditions necessitating the variance request are present in
the neighborhood and are not unique to the property.
The grade changes between I-70 and the adjacent properties are present in the surrounding area
Sound walls along I-70 are also common along this stretch of the highway further to the east
and west. There are no sound walls along this part of the interstate. It is unusual for lots to
have street frontage on three sides.
Staff finds that this criterion has been met.

8.

Granting of the variance would result in a reasonable accommodation of a person with
disabilities.
Accessibility requirements are not applied to billboards.
Staff finds this criterion not applicable.

9.

The application is in substantial compliance with the applicable standards set forth in the
Architectural and Site Design Manual.
The Architectural and Site Design Manual does not apply to billboards.
Staff finds this criterion not applicable.

IV.

STAFF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Case No. WA-18-05:
Not having found the application in compliance with the majority of the review criteria, staff
recommends DENIAL of a request for a 15’ variance to the minimum 30’ side setback adjacent to a
street/ROW in the RC zone district. Although there are unique circumstances due to topography of the
I-70 overpass and the property’s three street frontages, Staff believes the negative impact on the area
prevails in our analysis of the variance criteria. The Comprehensive Plan has designated the proposed
interchange as a gateway into the city and the City has already invested in this vision. Therefore, Staff
recommends denial for the following reasons:
1. The side setback variance is inconsistent with the long-term vision for the I-70/Kipling
interchange.
2. The subject property would continue to yield a reasonable return in use and function as an
office building if the variance were denied.
3. The billboard can still be built if the setback variance were denied.
4. Granting of the variance will negatively affect the I-70/Kipling interchange reconstruction
project.
Board of Adjustment
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5. CDOT objects to the variance.
Case No. WA-18-06:
Having found the application not to be in compliance with the majority of the review criteria, staff
recommends DENIAL of an 18’ (56%) variance to the maximum height of 32’ for a billboard resulting
in a 50’ tall billboard on property located in the RC zone district. Although there are unique
circumstances due to the topography and street frontages abutting the property, Staff concludes that
there will be a profound negative on the character of the area, which will be exacerbated by the height
variance. Therefore, staff recommends denial for the following reasons:
1. The height variance is inconsistent with the long-term vision for the I-70/Kipling interchange.
2. The subject property would continue to yield a reasonable return in use and function as an
office building if the variance were denied.
3. The variance would alter the essential character of the locality.
4. During the review of sign code and billboard regulations, City policy makers have chosen not
to extend the maximum height for billboards.
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EXHIBIT 1: AERIAL PHOTO
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EXHIBIT 2: ZONING MAP
Site

CDOT r-o-w
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EXHIBIT 3: SITE PHOTOS

View of property
from north side of
W. 49th Avenue

View of property
from the property
to the east with I70 in the
background
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View of property’s
parking lot on
south side of the
building

View of south side
of the building
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View of property
from west side of
Kipling

View of City installed
landscaping and
signage at the
southwest corner
of the Kipling/I-70
interchange
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EXHIBIT 4: CDOT LETTER
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EXHIBIT 5: INTERCHANGE
IMPROVEMENTS

Landscaping
installed by
City

Landscaping
installed by
City

Landscaping
and sign
installed by
City
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EXHIBIT 6: APPLICANT’S
SUBMITTAL

Refer to attached packet from Civic Signs.
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February 28, 2018
City of Wheat Ridge
7500 W. 29th Avenue
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033-8001
To Whom It May Concern:
In conjunction with Kipling Land LLC (“Kipling Land”), Civic Signs Ltd. (“Civic Signs”) is requesting that
the City allow us to obtain a variance from the height and setback provisions set out in the City Zoning and
Development Code (“Code”) requirements. We are seeking to increase the height of a future billboard on
Kipling Land’s property located at 4890 Kipling Avenue in Wheat Ridge from the currently permitted 32’
to 50’ (the maximum height allowed under the Code for the currently designated B-2 zoning).
We are in the process of applying for a billboard permit pursuant to the billboard vacancy process which
was awarded to us last year.
Due to significant restrictions on permittable locations for the installation of billboards set out in the
applicable law and regulations of the Colorado Department of Transportation, Civic Signs was only able to
identify one site for a new billboard structure. This site is located at 4890 Kipling Avenue in the City of
Wheat Ridge and is the subject of this proceeding. Unfortunately, the site is directly adjacent to the
elevated I-70 roadway. The current height limit for a billboard in this location under the Code is 32 feet.
Due to the elevated nature of I-70, if the height of the billboard structure is limited to 32 feet the visibility
of the billboard will be significantly compromised with the view nearly completely blocked from view in
both directions on I-70. This visual obstruction would reduce the value of the sign to a negligible level, for
all parties involved.
Our request is to allow the structure to be constructed at a height of 50 feet. This height is permitted, with
a variance, under the Code for this property, which has a B-2 zoning classification. As you will see from
the photos, videos and information in this package, this increase in height will allow us to make a
substantial investment in the property and will not alter the character of the neighborhood. Surrounding
and adjacent signs are also at heights above 32 feet.
We also are requesting a side yard setback variance from the existing 30’ setback. We are requesting this
setback variance to 15’ from the I-70 right of way property line, as it will also improve the visibility of the
sign.
We believe this proposed project is in the best interest of all parties and consistent with nearby and
adjacent sign heights and setbacks and the Wheat Ridge Code. With these requested variances the sign
would be made viable for its intended use and the associated revenue potential will yield a reasonable
return for the investment. In addition, Kipling Land, the landowner, will also realize an increase in their
property value due to this investment. Civic will pay all costs associated with this project.
We have detailed our application in the following pages and are available for any questions.
Sincerely,

.

Scott Andel
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Site Photos: 4890 Kipling Street
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Billboard Sign Regulations:
The Colorado Department of Transportation (“DOT”) establishes state regulations for outdoor advertising
structures (i.e. billboards). The regulations are highly restrictive for new billboard sites. Some of the
restrictive rules include:
 Property must be adjacent to right-of-way that was acquired by the State of Colorado prior to
July 1, 1956 for roadway purposes.
 Property must be currently zoned as commercial or industrial
 Property must have been zoned as commercial or industrial prior to January 1, 1970
 Billboards may not be within 500’ of each other on the same side of the road
 Other various spacing and distance restrictions, etc.
Based upon the DOT sign regulations, Civic Signs has identified only one available potential billboard
site on I-70 within the City’s B-2 billboard zone. The site, which we believe can be permitted by the
DOT, is located at 4890 Kipling Avenue.
Please see following pages for more details.
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Below is a summary of some of our billboard regulation research
1. The City only allows billboards in the B-2 zone. This B-2 zone is outlined in Blue.
2. In order to place a billboard on I-70, the State requires that the property adjacent to the right-of-way to have been acquired by the State of Colorado prior to July 1, 1956 for roadway purposes: The areas not adjacent to the right-of-way are not
permittable under DOT rules and regulations.
3. The DOT also has a 500’ minimum spacing requirement between each billboard location. On this map you will see red circles which are 500’ in diameter. In the center of each of these circles is an existing billboard, the location of which is
shown with the yellow marker with the black diamond in it. Thus, the areas within these circles are areas where billboards cannot be built on the same side of the roadway.
4. The DOT also requires that any properties upon which a billboard is to be located are currently zoned either commercial or industrial.
5. We have highlighted properties in green, which meet all of the above DOT requirements, i.e. currently zoned either commercial or industrial and which are not otherwise restricted by #s 1-3 above, within the City of Wheat Ridge.
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6. The State also has a requirement that the property must have been zoned commercial or industrial by an authority prior to January 1, 1970. The first Wheat Ridge zoning map was published in 1972. The red arrows in the map below show the
existing billboards along I-70. However, since the Wheat Ridge zoning map is dated in 1972, it does not meet the DOT requirements that the correct zoning had to be established prior to 1970.
i. Prior to Wheat Ridge’s zoning map of 1972, Jefferson County had zoning jurisdiction. We researched zoning records with Jefferson County for the areas shown in green on the map above. According to our research, we could
only find one available property with County documentation proving commercial or industrial zoning prior to 1970. That property is 4890 Kipling Street (see green arrow in the map below). The red arrows show existing
billboards within the City B-2 district that were primarily grandfathered before updated City and DOT billboard regulations were put into place.

As you can see from these pages, the City and State regulations severely restrict the properties available for the installation of billboards within the City’s B-2 billboard zone. According to our research, 4890 Kipling is the only property available to
Civic Signs for billboard use along I-70.
6
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Site Survey
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Elevated Roadway
The I-70 Freeway is an elevated roadway over the Kipling interchange. Below is a photo of the elevated roadway from the 4890 Kipling property.

The elevated roadway is 25’ high.

Absent a variance, the current height limit of a billboard is 32’. However, the billboard sign itself is 14 feet high. If a billboard was built with a top height of 32’, the lowest part of the display would be set at 18’. Thus, the bottom 7 feet of the
billboard would be below the roadway and completely obstructed by the highway itself. The visual obstruction becomes significantly more pronounced the further away you move from the property. As an example, if you are in the lane furthest
away from the property, the elevated roadway blocks an even greater portion of the sign display. You will be shown those views on the following pages.

25 Feet
High
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Flag Test
In order to obtain an accurate representation of the views for the billboard displays from both eastbound
and westbound lanes of I-70, we performed a flag test. A flag test is a procedure which allows for a “real
time” view of the sign face in a particular location at a given elevation. To conduct this test a crane is
brought onto the property and a board structure is lifted into the air to simulate the billboard faces at the
specified heights and locations on the property. We performed flag tests at both a 32’ height (with and
without the requested setback variance) and at a 50’ height (with and without the requested setback
variance) to give the Board of Adjustment a clear set of photos from the roadway and how the billboard
faces would look at each height and setback.
On the next 3 pages are a few pictures of the flag test crane and set up. Survey points for the outside edge
of each billboard face for each setback location were marked in orange paint on the pavement. The panel
used in the test is eight feet wide and 14 feet high.
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Roadway View Pictures
Westbound on I-70 View: These photos show the view from a car approaching the Kipling exit, on I70 heading west. You will see the Denny’s sign (directly adjacent to the eastern property line of our
property) which is approximately 40’ tall. Our site is behind the Denny’s sign, however, if Civic Signs
height variance is not granted, the display face of our sign would be 8’ lower. As you can see, the
elevated roadway completely obstructs the view of the sign face at 32’ from this viewing location.
This the westbound view of the sign at a 32’ height, 30’ side yard setback.
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Westbound on I-70 View: These photos show the view from a car approaching the Kipling exit, on I70 heading west. As you can see, the elevated roadway completely obstructs the view of the sign face at
32’ from this viewing location.
This the westbound view of the sign at a 32’ height, 15’ side yard setback.
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Westbound I-70 Proposed View
In these photos, we used the flag test to create a real time mockup of how the sign would be viewed from
a westbound car if the sign is built at a height of 50’. This is a mockup of how the sign would be viewed
if built at a height of 50’ and with a 30’ side yard setback.
This the westbound view of the sign at a 50’ height with 15’ side yard setback.
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Eastbound on I-70 View: These photos show the views from a car approaching the Kipling exit on I70 heading Eastbound. In this view you will see the Shell sign which is 50’ tall. Our site is located
where the crane has hoisted the flag test panel (denoted by arrow). As you will see, the elevated roadway
will obstruct the nearly the entire view of our sign if it were to be built at a 32’ height.
This the eastbound view of the sign at a 32’ height, 30’ side yard setback.
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Eastbound on I-70 View: These photos show the views from a car approaching the Kipling exit on I70 heading Eastbound. As you will see, the elevated roadway will obstruct nearly the entire view of the
sign if it were to be built at a 32’ height.
This the eastbound view of the sign at a 32’ height, 15’ side yard setback.
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Eastbound I-70 Proposed View
Using the crane hoisted flag tests, these photos show a mockup of how the sign would be viewed if built
at a height of 50’.
This the eastbound view of the sign at a 50’ height with 15’ side yard setback.
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Other Signs in Area
There are several signs within sight of 4890 Kipling and I-70 Interchange, which are 50’ tall. The
Motel 6, Natural Grocers and Shell signs are all 50’ tall and within a block from 4890 Kipling.
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Building Roof: Below is the survey drawing, showing the billboard built upon the property with a 30’ side yard setback. You will see that the billboard would overhang the building’s roof. At a 32’ height the billboard would run into the building’s
roof and would not be able to be built with this configuration. The top of the billboard would be 32’, however the bottom of the billboard display would be approximately 15’ high (to allow for the support arm and service walks required to be installed
on the sign). The building roof is angled starting at approx. 14’ high and reaching over 25’at its apex. The only way that the billboard could be built with a 30’ side yard setback, is with the top billboard height being 50’.
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Side Yard Setback: In order to minimize the overhang of the billboard over the building roof, we are requesting a variance to the side yard setback of 15’ versus 30’. As discussed prior, if restricted to a 30’ side yard setback and a 32’ height, the
billboard could not be built because it would encroach upon the building’s roof.
If the billboard was constructed with a 15’ side yard setback it would minimize the overhang over the building’s roof (see survey drawing below) decreasing the risk of the sign affecting the building itself. In addition, the 15’ side yard setback will
improve the visibility of the sign from I-70 by decreasing the visual obstruction caused by the elevated roadway.
There are multiple signs in the immediate area (Denny’s, Motel 6, Natural Grocers & Shell) which are adjacent to the property and built with less than a 30’ setback. We believe that a 15’ setback will not negatively affect the area as there are multiple
examples of signs with less setback within view of the property and the only use of the adjacent property is as a parking lot for the Kipling Land’s office tenants.
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City Benefits
The significant investment in the sign will likely appreciate the property value of 4890 Kipling Ave. In
addition, Civic Signs is willing to provide additional community benefit from the sign, if the City elects to
benefit from any of these options:
1. If the City elects, Civic is willing to place the City Logo on the pole structure of the sign,
immediately below the display. An example is this design:

2. Civic Signs is also willing to provide free advertising to the City. For up to 4 weeks per year,
Civic Signs will provide any unsold sign display for no cost to the City, other than the cost of
producing and placing the ad on the sign. Some examples of how other government entities
have used billboard displays to promote their communities are shown below.
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Variance Criteria Narrative:


The property in question would not yield a reasonable return in use, service or income if
permitted to be used only under the conditions allowed by regulation for the district in which it is
located.
o A building currently sits on the property, however, without the variance, the landlord will
not be able to achieve the increased reasonable return in use and may be denied
significant income if the variance is not granted.



The variance would not alter the essential character of the locality.
o The character of the area would not be negatively impacted if the requested variances are
granted. The area is strictly commercial in nature, with many billboards along I-70 and
in the general area. There is a lot of signage within a block of this property, with a
majority of signs approximately 50’ high.
 These are signs within sight distance of 4890 Kipling
 Shell sign is 50’ high
 Natural Grocers sign is 50’ high
 Denny’s Sign is 40’ high
 Motel 6 Sign is 50’ high



The applicant is proposing a substantial investment in the property with this application, which
would not be possible without the variance.
o Kipling Land and Civic Signs are making a significant investment in the property and
that investment will not be possible without the variance. In addition, the property will
likely not appreciate as significantly without signage.



The particular physical surrounding, shape or topographical condition of the specific property
results in a particular and unique hardship (upon the owner) as distinguished from a mere
inconvenience.
o As discussed prior in this document, the City and State billboard regulations severely
restrict the properties available for billboard signage. This property has rare
characteristics which allow for this development. The elevated topography of the
freeway (issue caused by the State) relative to the level of the property has created a
unique hardship upon the owner. The elevated freeway is more than an inconvenience
and will make the sign virtually valueless for the the landlord and Civic Signs.



If there is a particular or unique hardship, the alleged difficulty or hardship has not been created
by any person presently having an interest in the property.
o The property owner has not created the unique hardship. The hardship is due to the
elevated nature of the I-70 roadway which was caused by the State’s construction of the
roadway. In addition, the very restrictive City and State sign regulations have caused
significant hardships which were not caused or created by either Civic Signs, Kipling
Land or their predecessors.
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The granting of the variance would not be detrimental to the public welfare or injurious to other
property or improvements in the neighborhood in which the property is located
o We do not believe that the height variance will be detrimental to the public and the area
would not be negatively affected. To the contrary, we believe that the variance would be
consistent with the conditions and uses of surrounding and adjacent properties. There are
a number of billboards in the general area, to the east and west of the property in, along
and adjacent to I-70. In addition, there are many signs within a block of the property that
are higher than 32’, with heights up to 50’ (Denny’s, Motel 6, Shell, Natural Grocers, to
name a few).



The unusual circumstances or conditions necessitating the variance request are present in the
neighborhood and are not unique to the property.
o The elevated freeway is present in the neighborhood, affecting a number of properties
along and adjacent to the elevated portions of I-70.



Granting of the variance would result in a reasonable accommodation of a person with
disabilities. (Not Applicable)



The application is in substantial compliance with the applicable standards set forth
o The construction will be in compliance with the Code and other City and State rules,
regulations, laws and applicable standards.
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Kipling Land LLC Letter of Support
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Drawings – for illustrative purposes only
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WHEAT RIDGE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
CERTIFICATE OF RESOLUTION (TEMPLATE)
CASE NO: WA-18-05
APPLICANT NAME: Civic Signs, Ltd
LOCATION OF REQUEST: 4890 Kipling Street

WHEREAS, the application Case No. WA-18-05 was not eligible for review by an
administrative officer; and
WHEREAS, the property has been posted the fifteen days required by law and in recognition that
there were/were not protests registered against it; and
WHEREAS the relief applied for may/may not be granted without detriment to the public
welfare and without substantially impairing the intent and purpose of the regulations governing
the City of Wheat Ridge
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that Board of Adjustment application Case No. WA18-05 be, and hereby is, DENIED.
TYPE OF VARIANCE:
Approval of a 15’ (50%) variance from the 30’ minimum side yard setback adjacent to a
street/right-of-way for property located in the Restricted Commercial (RC) zone district.
FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The side setback variance is inconsistent with the long-term vision for the I70/Kipling interchange.
The subject property would continue to yield a reasonable return in use and function
as an office building if the variance were denied.
The billboard can still be built if the setback variance were denied.
Granting of the variance will negatively affect the I-70/Kipling interchange
reconstruction project.
CDOT objects to the variance.

WHEAT RIDGE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
CERTIFICATE OF RESOLUTION (TEMPLATE)
CASE NO: WA-18-06
APPLICANT NAME: Civic Signs, Ltd
LOCATION OF REQUEST: 4890 Kipling Street

WHEREAS, the application Case No. WA-18-06 was not eligible for review by an
administrative officer; and
WHEREAS, the property has been posted the fifteen days required by law and in recognition that
there were/were not protests registered against it; and
WHEREAS the relief applied for may/may not be granted without detriment to the public
welfare and without substantially impairing the intent and purpose of the regulations governing
the City of Wheat Ridge
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that Board of Adjustment application Case No. WA18-06 be, and hereby is, DENIED.
TYPE OF VARIANCE:
Approval of an 18-foot (56.25%) variance to the maximum height of 32’for a billboard resulting in a 50’
tall billboard in the Restricted Commercial (RC) zone district.

FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS:
1. The height variance is inconsistent with the long-term vision for the I-70/Kipling
interchange.
2. The subject property would continue to yield a reasonable return in use and function as
an office building if the variance were denied.
3. The variance would alter the essential character of the locality.
4. During the review of sign code and billboard regulations, City policy makers have chosen
not to extend the maximum height for billboards.

BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Minutes of Meeting
December 14, 2017

1.

CALL MEETING TO ORDER
The meeting was called to order by Chair BANGHART at 6:59 p.m. in the City Council
Chambers of the Municipal Building, 7500 West 29th Avenue, Wheat Ridge, Colorado.

2.

3.

ROLL CALL
Board Members Present:

Thomas Abbott
Sally Banghart
Janet Bell
Dan Bradford
Paul Hovland
David Kuntz

Alternates Present:

Michael Griffeth
Larry Richmond

Board Members Absent:

Betty Jo Page

Staff Members Present:

Lauren Mikulak, Planning Manager
Scott Cutler, Planning Technician
Tammy Odean, Recording Secretary

PUBLIC FORUM
No one wished to speak at this time.

4.

PUBLIC HEARING
A. Case No.WA-17-07
The case was presented by Scott Cutler. He entered the contents of the case file and
packet materials, the zoning ordinance and the digital presentation into the record.
He stated all appropriate notification and posting requirements have been met and
advised the board there was jurisdiction to hear the case. He reviewed the
presentation and staff report.
The applicant is requesting approval of a 456 sq. ft. (76%) variance from the 600 sq.
ft. maximum for a major accessory building in the Residential-Three (R-3) zone
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district located at 4485 Independence Street. The purpose of this variance is to allow
for the construction of a garage addition and it would meet all other development
standards including height and setbacks.
Staff recommends approval of this variance. There are unique circumstances
attributed to this request that warrant approval.
Member KUNTZ asked if the school was notified regarding this variance.
Mr. Cutler said the school was in the 300 ft. noticing radius and there was no
comment.
Member RICHMOND said he was confused about the addition of the number on
page 2 of the agenda packet.
Mr. Cutler explained that the existing garage is already over the maximum square
footage for a major accessory building, but the variance is only for the percentage
over the 600 sq. ft. maximum.
Member KUNTZ asked about there being multiple garage doors and wondered why.
Fred Zietz, owner
4485 Independence Street, Wheat Ridge
Mr. Zietz explained that the intention of the addition to the garage is strictly for
storage. The multiple garage doors are because they are bigger in size and easier to
get larger items in and out of storage.
Member Griffeth asked why the addition was not permitted before construction
started and wanted to know what the building department is doing to make this wrong
a right.
Mr. Zietz said it was an oversight on his part. The cement pad had been poured years
ago and it was a mistake on his part to start building without the city looking at plans
and getting a permit. Mr. Zietz added there was a stop work order then a courtesy
inspection with a few minor details he has to adhere to and he will get a permit if the
variance is approved.
Mr. Cutler added that to complete the building permit process there will be a final
inspection.
Mr. KUNTZ asked where the sheds are located that will be demolished.
Mr. Zietz said they are on the south side of the property.
Member ABBOTT asked if the sheds being demolished is a condition of the variance.
Mr. Cutler confirmed it is not a condition, but can be added to the motion.
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Ms. Mikulak added that major and minor accessory structures cannot be lumped
together in the maximum square footage for accessory buildings, but the sheds are
considered minor strictures.
Member KUNTZ added that the shed being demolished could be added as a
condition.
Member HOVLAND asked if the one phone call received was only an inquiry and
not a protest.
Mr. Cutler confirmed that is was only an inquiry.
Upon a motion by Member KUNTZ and seconded by Member HOVLAND, the
following motion was stated:
WHEREAS, application Case No. WA-17-16 was not eligible for administrative
review; and
WHEREAS, the property has been posted the fifteen days required by law and
in recognition that there were no protests registered against it; and
WHEREAS, the relief applied for may be granted without detriment to the
public welfare and without substantially impairing the intent and purpose of the
regulations governing the City of Wheat Ridge; and
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that Board of Adjustment application
Case No. WA-17-16 be, and hereby is, APPROVED
TYPE OF VARIANCE: Request for approval of a 456-square foot variance
(76%) from the 600-square foot maximum for major accessory buildings in the
Residential-three (R-3) zone district.
FOR THE FOLLOWING REASONS:
1. The variance would not alter the essential character of the neighborhood.
2. The applicant is proposing a substantial investment in the property that
may not be possible without the variance.
3. The request would not be detrimental to public welfare.
4. The unusual circumstances or conditions necessitating the variance
request are present in the neighborhood and are not unique to the
property.
WITH THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:
1. The design and architecture of the proposed garage shall be consistent
with representations depicted in the application materials, subject to staff
review and approval through review of a building permit.
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A friendly amendment was offered by Member ABBOTT to add the following
reasons:
5. This is a 20,707 sq. ft lot.
6. The garage will sit 133 ft from the street and completely behind the
primary structure.
7. All setback requirements are exceeded.
Motion carried 8-0.
5.

CLOSE PUBLIC HEARING
Chair BANGHART closed the public hearing.

6.

OLD BUSINESS

7.

NEW BUSINESS
A. Approval of Minutes – October 26, 2017
It was moved by Board Member BELL and seconded by Board Member Thomas
BRADFORD to approve the minutes as written. The motion passed 6-0-2 with
Board Member GRIFFETH and HOVLAND abstaining.
Ms. Mikulak confirmed with the members that Ms. Griego had submitted her resignation
from the Board of Adjustment effective immediately. She also mentioned that the BOA
Bylaws were last updated in 2006 and there will be more clarity made to the attendance
policy when updated. Staff will create a redline copy of the Bylaws for a BOA
discussion, then approval.
Mr. Griffeth asked if Ms. Griego’s seat will be filled by one of the alternates in district II.
Ms. Mikulak said this is possible, but the replacement process will be confirmed through
the City Clerk’s office.
Member ABBOTT asked if City Council will have the BOA appeal the sign code.
Ms. Mikulak said the BOA will only review sign code if there is a variance and Planning
Commission will review the master sign plans and City Council will approve them.

8.

ADJOURNMENT
Chair BANGHART adjourned the meeting at 7:35 p.m.
__________________________
Sally Banghart, Chair
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CITY OF WHEAT RIDGE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
RESOLUTION NO. 01
Series of 2018
A RESOLUTION ESTABLISHING A DESIGNATED PUBLIC
PLACE FOR THE POSTING OF MEETING NOTICES AS
REQUIRED BY THE COLORADO OPEN MEETINGS LAW
WHEREAS, the Board of Adjustment of the City of Wheat Ridge, Colorado, deems it in
the public interest to provide full and timely notice of all of its meetings; and
WHEREAS, the Colorado state legislature amended the Colorado Open Meetings Laws,
Section 24-6-401, et seq., C.R.S. to require all “local public bodies” subject to the requirements
of the law to annually designate at the local public body’s first regular meeting of each calendar
year, the place for posting notices of public hearings no less than twenty-four hours prior to the
holding of the meeting; and
WHEREAS, “local public body” is defined by Section 24-6-402(1)(a) to include “any
board, committee, commission, authority, or other advisory, policy-making, rule-making, or
formally constituted body of any political subdivision of the state and any public or private entity
to which a political subdivision, or an official thereof, has delegated a governmental decisionmaking function but does not include persons on the administrative staff of the local public
body”.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of Adjustment of the City
of Wheat Ridge, Colorado, that:
1.

2.

3.

The lobby of the Municipal Building and the City’s website shall constitute the
designated public place for the posting of meeting notices as required by the
Colorado Open Meetings Law.
The Community Development Director or his designee shall be responsible for
posting the required notices no later than twenty-four (24) hours prior to the
holding of the meeting.
All meeting notices shall include specific agenda information, where possible.

DONE AND RESOLVED THIS _______day of __________________, 2018.

________________________________
Chair, Board of Adjustment
ATTEST:
______________________________
Secretary to the Board of Adjustment

